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In many consumer markets, companies that once relied 

on developing new product features and improving 

customer service increasingly see competitive advan-

tage rooted in the entire experience that’s wrapped 

around the product. 

For a mortgage, many customers care not just about 

the interest rate and amortization, but also the ease 

and speed of the approval process, the quality of the 

online payment system, and the bank’s service when 

answering questions or resolving problems that arise 

over the life of the mortgage. For a laptop computer, 

some customers might consider ongoing technical 

support as important as the initial hardware and soft-

ware. Even as far back as 2014, a survey by research 

firm Gartner found that 89% of companies expect to 

compete mostly on the basis of customer experience, 

compared with 36% four years prior.

This shift in the sources of value pushes managers into 

largely uncharted territory. While product develop-

ment has well-worn practices, the realm of customer 

experience does not. Many firms have not even started 

to identify their most important experiences, much 

less manage them. And firms that have tried to enhance 

the experience often are stymied by the gap between 

what customers say and the internal metrics reported. 

In the fog of competitive battle, managers get conflicting 

reports from the front line: Complaint calls are stacking 

up, yet all the metrics show that internal processes are 

working just fine. Those who want to improve the situa-

tion often struggle to see the experience through the 

customer’s eyes, and their hands are tied from removing 

all the barriers that stand in the way of a terrific experience.

Consider a customer who wants to get home broad-

band service connected. Typically, one thing she cares 

about is time. How long must she wait before her Inter-

net is up and running? Will she have to stay home waiting 

for a technician to appear during a promised four-hour 

appointment window? 

There’s a long sequence of steps involved, from her ini-

tial purchase conversation in a retail store or call center, 

to the order processed in the back office, all the way to 

a field-service technician hooking up the connection at 

her house. The broadband provider will know the rel-

evant functional times at each stage—how long the 

customer waited to talk to a call-center agent, how long 

that call lasted, how long the field technician spent doing 

the job. What the company probably will not know is 

the cycle time between the customer’s moment of order 

and when the service starts working—the entire chain 

of interactions composing this episode, which is what 

matters to the customer. 

This shift in the sources of value pushes 
managers into largely uncharted territory. 
While product development has well-worn 
practices, the realm of customer experi-
ence does not. 

A typical customer survey would not shed light on 

whether the operation was on time or late, cheaper or 

more expensive than planned, or what were the root 

causes behind service glitches along the way. The retail 

unit might see an interaction survey, the call center 

might know how long calls took, and the field-service 

group will measure how long its appointments took. 

Each has granular data through a narrow, functional 

lens, but no one has an overall view of the experience. 

That perspective tends to inform narrow initiatives that 
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do little to improve the overall experience and could actually degrade 

it. For example, if the retail unit makes an isolated decision to speed 

up orders, the decision could unwittingly create more errors and re-

medial work at later stages.

A similar dynamic applies to many other consumer industries. In 

the credit card industry, a customer who wants to redeem points and 

finds the bank card website confusing will end up calling an agent. 

Favorable customer ratings for a helpful agent tell the bank nothing 

about the poor quality of the overall experience.

Seeing the forest through the trees

Companies that aim to create an excellent experience will have to 

break this paradigm of functional silos and their associated metrics. 

They need to analyze the experience through the customer’s eyes, to 

truly understand what customers feel when they incorporate compa-

nies’ offerings into their lives.

But companies also need a practical way to manage the experience. 

We are seeing more companies adopt a new key unit of manage-

ment: the episode, which can encompass a variety of shopping, usage 

or service activities. Think of a customer experience “factory” in 

which the company designs and manages key episodes directly, 

rather than indirectly via functions or departments. Like a widget 

factory, a customer experience factory employs a repeatable process 

to design and manage various episodes (see Figure 1). There may 

be different teams managing the “I need to pay a bill” episode and 

the “I need technical support” episode, but they should be using the 

same design and development process, the same customer data and 

the same management playbook. 

Episodes defined

When customers have a task to complete or a need to fulfill through 

the company, that’s an episode. It has a clear start and end, marked by 

the customer completing what he or she set out to do. Episodes range 

from a single interaction (such as paying a bill online) or an intricate 

series of interactions spanning weeks (getting fixed broadband service 

An episode consists of a 
customer starting and com-
pleting a task or fulfilling a 
need through the company. 
Episodes range from a 
single interaction (paying 
a bill online) to an intricate 
series of interactions (getting 
broadband service moved 
to a new home).
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moved to a new home). The sum of a customer’s epi-

sodes over time comprise the entire experience of dealing 

with the company. 

While short episodes individually have little impact 

unless something goes wrong, they tend to be more 

frequent, so they should be easy for customers to transact, 

with no pebble in the shoe to cause irritation. Longer, 

more complex episodes, though less frequent, usually 

contain at least one high-stakes “moment of truth” and 

thus have a large effect on a customer’s attitude about 

the company. Choreographing the interactions across 

all channels to deliver delightful experiences for each 

episode is difficult, but well worth the effort. 

For most companies, episodes can be grouped into 

three categories:

• Exploration and purchase. Customers seek infor-

mation to help them decide which product to 

choose. This can happen over the phone, online, 

in a store, talking with friends or browsing a maga-

zine or catalog.

• Usage. BMW touts “The Ultimate Driving Ma-

chine” as its central usage theme. Verizon’s relent-

less “Can you hear me now?” played up the central 

benefit of using its network. Driving a car, making 

a cell phone call, paying with a credit card, and 

playing a videogame are all usage episodes with 

the potential to intensely delight or annoy.

• Service. After a customer makes a purchase, im-

mediate service episodes include obtaining a cred-

it card through the mail, or taking delivery of a 

Figure 1: Episode management is part of a broader customer experience “factory” 

Design customer episodes
Detail implementation

requirements

Build implementation
roadmap and kick off

quick wins

Look through a customer lens
to design superior episodes

Involve teams throughout
the organization

Operational design works
across functions to ensure

end-to-end consistency

Strong governance to ensure
fast implementation

Deploy at scale

Agile delivery and ways of working       •       Episode management

Source: Bain & Company 
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new car. As customers use the product, common service episodes 

involve paying bills, getting repairs and resolving a mistake, some 

of which can be emotionally intense.

By managing episodes directly, companies gain a view of the whole 

experience rather than just the pieces of the internal process. Both the 

experience and the economics of the episode become the focus of 

management team discussions, individual performance reviews, and 

product and service design projects.

Consider how an episode perspective changes cost-reduction initia-

tives at a telecommunications carrier. If it targets cost reduction from 

its technical support call-center operation, rather than from the entire 

tech support episode, it could end up with shorter calls or cheaper or 

fewer agents. That likely would lead to bad tickets of work, pushing 

more work into the back office and the field, with a higher number of 

expensive “truck rolls.” A better response might be to add call-center 

resources, in order to reduce the number of truck rolls.

Similarly, retail banks could reap huge savings by migrating rou-

tine interactions—verifying a balance, depositing a check—away 

from the physical branch and to more efficient and convenient digital 

channels. For the 25 largest US banks, Bain & Company estimates 

there is an $11.4 billion cost-savings opportunity if these banks reach 

the level of mobile and online banking usage of their counterparts in 

the Netherlands, which adopted digital channels years ago. The US 

banks would also improve their Net Promoter Score®—a key metric of 

customer loyalty—by an average of 12 percentage points.

One financial services company is adopting an episode-oriented ap-

proach, starting with its digital interactions, but covering all channels. 

Although the company leads competitors in customer loyalty, the se-

nior team realized it needs to raise the quality of the overall experi-

ence, because customers implicitly compare the experience to the 

best providers in other industries. “We pumped out features and 

functions,” says the chief digital officer, “but under-indexed on the 

integration of all those functions.”

From surveys and discussions with customers, the company identi-

fied its most important episodes, such as “paying bills” or “borrowing 

By managing episodes 
directly, companies gain a 
view of the whole experi-
ence rather than just the 
individual pieces of the 
internal process.
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that processes connectivity orders and the field-service 

operation that does the hook-ups. To avoid duplicative 

work or a new layer of bureaucracy, creating a successful 

episode management scheme hinges on making 

thoughtful choices in four areas.

1. Define episodes at the right level and focus on those 

that matter most. The customer’s high-level needs 

can be broken down into variants of episodes. For 

example, banks can usefully separate the overall 

need of “make a payment” into “pay another person,” 

“pay a bill” or “make an international transfer” 

(see Figure 2 for a telecommunications example). 

Each is defined by what the customer wants to do, 

with a clear start and end, and each consists of sev-

eral underlying processes to redesign and improve.  

money,” and the sources of friction in each one. Simply 

the act of naming the episodes has been useful to mo-

bilize employees. This firm is now in the process of orga-

nizing around episodes, emphasizing episode-related 

metrics as well as ensuring that employees feel re-

sponsibility for any episode they influence.

How to manage by episode

To be clear, we are not proposing that companies com-

pletely replace their management of individual func-

tions with episode management. Rather, the two should 

work side by side. Returning to the broadband service 

example, management of a “new home connection” 

episode involves executives running the retail, call-center 

and digital sales channels, as well as the back office 

Figure 2: Sample customer episodes at a telecommunications carrier
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as a credit card being declined at the point of sale. 

It might also be relevant for some positive episodes, 

such as redeeming reward points.  

 

Episode quality could include such metrics as speed 

to completion, resolution of a problem at the first 

contact, and Net Promoter Score for that episode 

relative to competitors. Episode economics could 

include the all-in cost to complete the episode and 

the change in customer lifetime value. The bene-

fits of a sharply improved fraud-management sys-

tem, for instance, include avoiding not only the fraud, 

but also the lower spending from customers due to 

repeated disruptions. Measuring cycle time also 

comes into play for many episodes, because a fast 

cycle time shows there were no errors that required 

costly rework.  

 

Reporting done frequently and with little lag allows 

the employees responsible for the episode to track 

performance closely, discern root causes of any 

problems, and make adjustments quickly. The dif-

ferent departments involved in the episode can under-

stand how they contribute to the broader goal. Finan-

cial reporting of episode economics allows senior 

managers to see how upstream investments can 

yield downstream savings that generate a strong 

return on investment. 

4. Assign strict accountability for each episode. The 

shift in perspective does require governance that 

transcends current boundaries of department or 

function. Functional management rarely holds one 

or two executives accountable for a particular epi-

sode. Many people play a role, but the buck stops 

with no one. Episode management, by contrast, 

makes accountability explicit.  

 

Emotional impact, frequency and economics should 

be considered when selecting key episodes. Some 

episodes such as opening a new account or obtaining 

a mortgage have a big effect on the customer’s 

perception at the moment, but they occur infre-

quently. More mundane episodes might be more 

important in influencing customer loyalty, because 

they occur so often. If the process for paying a bill 

online is clunky and slow, it will persistently annoy 

customers and erode their loyalty over time. Man-

agers should also determine which episodes comprise 

a large share of overall costs.

2. Charge Agile teams with continuous improve-

ment of episodes. Many companies have experi-

mented with Agile methods for software and digital 

projects, but Agile also works well to manage an 

entire episode as long as it exists, with responsibility 

for the quality and efficiency of the episode. As 

many as 10 members drawn from each relevant 

function gather in co-located, cross-functional, 

self-organizing units to improve the episode 

in two-week sprints. Besides their Agile work, 

members remain part of their function as well. 

 

While digital processes and channels typically 

play a big role in customer episodes today, the 

Agile team oversees all elements of the episode 

across all channels, including the relevant poli-

cies, processes, communication and even prod-

uct feature changes. That’s why Agile teams must 

be cross-functional.

3. Install clear metrics and high-velocity reporting. 

While individual metrics will vary depending on 

the episode, most fall into one of three categories. 

Episode frequency, or the rate per customer, is 

particularly important for negative events, such 
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Governance might rest with a current executive, or it might require 

a new role. One telecom carrier created a new role to oversee the 

episode of “installation of a new landline,” because of the techni-

cal complexity and numerous departments involved. Each of the 

departments, though, still is held accountable for the success of 

this episode, as measured through episode NPS®. 

One effect of strict accountability is how it simplifies decision 

making. The executive held responsible for improving the experi-

ence and reducing the cost of an episode will be highly motivated 

to understand how the episode really functions and where to allo-

cate resources. 

Functions might need to be divided consistent with the episodes they 

support. Consider a massive call center that handles sales, technical 

support, and customer-care calls. It may make sense to put the tech 

support call agents in the same unit as the tech field-service represen-

tatives, so that the executive accountable for the “I need technical sup-

port” episode has the authority to tell agents to stay on the phone as 

long as it takes to resolve the problem, and thereby avoid a more expen-

sive truck roll.

But regardless of organizational structure, episode management 

thrives on a self-directing, self-correcting workforce. Instead of 

writing lots of rules and policies, management devotes more time 

to making sure employees have the rich, timely feedback they need 

to make constant course corrections on their own. This doesn’t 

mean there are no rules, but employees and external partners that 

contribute to the episode have greater freedom to make decisions 

and take action independently. One obvious advantage: fewer man-

agement layers. 

Executives might worry about giving employees and partners too 

much leeway, but these risks are often overblown. Employees can have 

freedom within a framework. And management can devote time to 

ensuring that employees understand the company’s mission so clearly 

that they will consistently act for its benefit. 

Episode management 
makes accountability ex-
plicit. That simplifies deci-
sion making, as the execu-
tive held responsible for 
improving the experience 
and reducing the cost of an 
episode will be highly mo-
tivated to understand how 
the episode functions and 
where to allocate resources.
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When the experience matters as much as the core product, 

companies will need to work harder to earn their customers’ 

loyalty and advocacy. They can do that by delivering great 

episodes, reducing costs in the bargain. 
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